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Dear Student, Artist, Thinker,
I read a study years back in which people were surveyed and asked, “How
much money would you need to live comfortably?” Across all income levels,
from the very poor to the very rich, people replied that to be comfortable and
happy, they needed (on average) just 20% more than what they currently
made. It stands to reason that if everyone got that 20% raise, eventually the
expense of their tastes and preferences would rise too, until they feel another
20% bump would really do the trick. It’s not exactly a sustainable model.
The quote by Dave Ramsey at the bottom of this page speaks to this issue of
controlling our natural impulse to get more, more, more. The common thread
among financial planners seems to be that the people who are the happiest are those
who have practiced the skill of restraint, of looking at the tomorrow past today.
In the student handbooks APAEP provides in our classes, we talk about investment. Just as there aren’t really any true get-rich-quick schemes, there aren’t
any get-smart-quick schemes either. Getting an education requires investing
in yourself, in your community, and it requires frequent deposits of time and
effort, however small. And it all adds up. Over time, you begin to see the effects
of your investments: in your writing, in your conversations, and in the kinds of
information you take in.
I know I began this letter talking about money and ended up talking about
education, but I assure you that they are related. Personal finance is, at its heart,
about personal attitude and behavior. It’s a way of looking at money and at the
world. And I can tell you for a fact that what’s easier than earning 20% more is
learning 20% more. Plus, the learning lasts longer too!

WORDS INSIDE
“SAVINGS & SWINE”…

immemorial | originating
in the distant past; very old
porcine | of, affecting, or
resembling a pig or pigs
tenuous | very weak
or slight
“BUDGETING 101”…

tedious | too long, slow,
or dull; tiresome or
monotonous
discretionary income |
income that remains after
deduction of taxes, other
mandatory charges, and
necessary expenses.
outflow | any money leaving a business or individual

•••

Kyes Stevens and the APAEP Team

“Financial peace isn’t the acquisition of stuff.
It’s learning to live on less than you make, so you
can give money back and have money to invest.
You can’t win until you do this.” DAVE RAMSEY // American radio host
Icons from Noun Project
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EDUCATION

This ‘Playground’ Teaches Kids About Money
BY STEPHANIE DHUE | CNBC | January 18, 2015

When the financial crisis hit, it became clear how little
people understood about personal finance. Negative
amortization loans, teaser rates and fine print tripped up
many homeowners. Yet the lack of basic budgeting skills
needed to understand what one could reasonably afford
in a monthly budget was a more fundamental problem.
Enter Finance Park as a way to teach kids how to
manage their money as adults.
Tucked away in a 20,000 square-foot white building
behind a middle school in the center of Fairfax County,
Va., Finance Park is a playground, of sorts — but one
that’s meant to give eighth graders a chance to be adults
for a day by making basic budgeting decisions.
“When you really come down to it, it’s about choices.
It’s about making the right choices that have financial implications,” said Ed Grenier, the CEO of Junior
Achievement of Greater Washington.
The structure is built like a mall, including 18 storefronts where students go for budgeting items, like
housing, utilities, insurance and transportation. The
environment is meant to be fun and engaging, but it’s
also built as a safe place to make financial mistakes.
‘It definitely put things in perspective’
Junior Achievement, in partnership with local school
systems, started Finance Park in 2010 and since then more
than 56,000 students have gone through the program.
With support from Capital One and consulting firm KPMG, the curriculum has recently been
updated to be tablet-based, and includes topics like
student loan debt, child care and health care. Using

tablets, math is calculated rather than using the old
pencil and paper. Students are given a scenario on
which to base economic decisions.
On a recent visit, eighth graders from Kilmer
Middle School had a chance to play grownup for a day.
Alexis, an aspiring chemist, lawyer or engineer, was
disappointed to be given the scenario of a payroll clerk
earning $32,000 a year. But the profile gave her an appreciation of the cost of basic needs like cable, child care,
education and groceries. She marveled at the expense
of having to spread her meager income around, saying:
“I didn’t realize you spend so much on simple things; that A BASEBALL BAT
AND A BALL COST
was really the most eye opening thing.”
$1.10 TOGETHER,
Rohan, a sharply dressed young man, was made AND THE BAT
a tax examiner, single with no kids earning $49,000 COSTS $1.00 MORE
a year, which made him appreciate the decisions his THAN THE BALL,
parents make.”You don’t realize it until you see that HOW MUCH DOES
they have to pay for health insurance, taxes, Inter- THE BALL COST?
net, stuff like that,” he said. “It definitely puts things riddlesandanswers.com
in perspective.”
“It’s a great way to teach the required content, basic
economics of credit, savings, opportunity cost, things
like that, as well as giving them a hands-on experience
that is very relevant to them” said Alice Reilly, social
studies coordinator for Fairfax County public schools.
Junior Achievement’s Grenier said he hopes the
lessons of the financial crisis aren’t a fad, “spend less
than you make, it’s really that simple, think about the
choices and their financial repercussions that your
choices can have. If we can get students to walk out of o Edited for
this facility with that, I think we’ve accomplished a lot.”
clarity and space
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FINANCE

Can the Best Financial Tips Fit on an Index Card?
BY CHRIS ARNOLD | National Public Radio, Morning Edition | January 8, 2016

A couple of years ago, University of Chicago professor
Harold Pollack did an online video chat with personal
finance writer Helaine Olen. The topic was how regular people get steered into bad investments by financial advisers.
Pollack said that the best personal finance advice
“can fit on a 3-by-5 index card, and is available for
free in the library — so if you’re paying someone for
advice, almost by definition, you’re probably getting
the wrong advice, because the correct advice is so
straightforward.”
After they posted the video, the emails started
pouring in — people wanted to know, where could
they get this index card? What was this fantastic yet
simple advice for managing their money?
“Since I was speaking metaphorically, I was kind of
stuck,” Pollack says. “But I just took one of my daughter’s index cards and I scribbled a bunch of principles,
and I took a picture with my iPhone and I posted it
on the Web.”
The index card got into Google’s news results. It
got into big newspapers. Famous economists tweeted
about it. Self-help sites like Lifehacker mentioned it.
In short, it went viral.
The ideas on the index card weren’t new — pay off
your credit cards, invest in low-fee index funds, etc. —
but there clearly was an appetite for this simple, good
financial advice.
So Pollack and Olen have now written a
book (The Index Card) about it. Which — if
the whole point is that this stuff is so simple
you can fit it on an index card — might seem
counterintuitive.
“Well, I would just say that, why do we need an
entire Bible really? We have the Ten Commandments and the Sermon on the Mount,” Pollack
says — adding that he does not mean to elevate
his work to the level of scripture.
The point is, sometimes you need more than
the basics.
“We all know, for example, in tennis, how
do you win a tennis match?” Pollack says.
“You hit the ball low. I could tell you that, but I
haven’t told you how to do that.”
And this actually gets at what many economists say is the reality with financial advice:
Most of it is pretty simple. The rules on
Pollack’s index card start with saving 10 to

20 percent of your income, maxing out your 401(k),
not buying or selling individual stocks.
But there also are more subtle points of advice —
including whom you should bring on to help advise you.
“I’m struck by the number of my friends and relatives who believe that their financial adviser is free,
and say things — ‘Oh, the funds pay for that,’ “ Pollack
says. “I don’t know about you, but I generally don’t
work for free. So you want to understand, how is this
person being paid?”
Rule No. 6 on the index card is to make your financial adviser commit to the Fiduciary Standard —
meaning that your interests come first.
But the regulations around that can be mushy.
Some economists say an easier approach is to use
what’s called a “fee-only” adviser, who can’t take
commissions for steering you into overpriced mutual
funds. If you have an adviser, Pollack and Olen say you
need to talk about this stuff.
“It shouldn’t be awkward — if it’s awkward, there’s
already a problem,” Olen says. “If somebody is making
you feel guilty for asking questions, you shouldn’t be
there — period, full stop — no matter what standard
they’re working to.”
That said, both Pollack and Olen say a good, reasonably priced financial adviser can sometimes be helpful — especially when life gets too complicated to fit
on an index card.
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MATHEMATICS

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE

1. Each block, row, and column
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and
reasoning, so you should not
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination
to figure out the correct placement of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the
last page of this newsletter.

Sudoku
#55 PUZZLE NO. 2960651
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#56 PUZZLE NO. 4885159
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“It’s good to have money and the
things that money can buy, but it’s
good, too, to check up once in a while
and make sure that you haven’t lost
the things that money can’t buy.”
GEORGE LORIMER // American journalist and publisher
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DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that Wall Street is really
named after a wall? It was a wooden
barrier built in 1653 to protect the Dutch
colonists who then ruled Manhattan
from the British and Native Americans.
The word “tax” is derived from the Latin
word “taxo,” which itself evolved into
another word: “taxa,” meaning “charge.”
Taxa, meanwhile, is also the root of
the word “taxicab,” which derived from
“taximeter cabs,” fare-charging vehicles
that were introduced in London in 1907.
If you’re offered $100,000 cash up
front or a penny that’s doubled every
day for a 31-day month, go with
Abe Lincoln. Start with a penny and
double its sum every day and you’ll
accrue a lump sum of $10,737,418.23
at the end of a 31-day month. Now
that’s compounding interest!
Source: aarp.org

Idiom

“Dock your pay”
Meaning Make a deduction from a person’s pay.
Origin Ships may be docked, and these days so may spacecraft and even computers and phones. That meaning of docking is ‘join together, by bringing into an anchorage or resting place’. The docking of pay is altogether different. That relates to the Old
English ‘dock’ — ‘to cut short, particularly of the hair or tail of an animal’ and that practise is still commonplace in the dog and horse breeding communities. That form of the
word dates back to at least the 14th century, when it was used by Geoffrey Chaucer in
The Reeve’s Tale, from The General Prologue of The Canterbury Tales, circa 1386:
His heer was by his erys ful round yshorn;
His top was dokked lyk a preest biforn
[His hair was cut round even with his ears;
His top was tonsured like a preacher’s.]
Docking was a generally used term meaning ‘cut short’ for many centuries before
it began to be specifically associated with the withholding of payment. That usage
dates from the late 18th century. An early example of it is found in the records of one
of the founding fathers of the USA — The Writings of James Madison: 1783-1787:
They [Officers of the Eastern line] will not only be docked of their half-pay, but will
run great hazard of being put off with regard to a great share of their other pay.
Source: phrases.org.uk
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THE DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL
AVERAGE IS NAMED AFTER
REAL PEOPLE. CHARLES HENRY
DOW AND EDWARD JONES MET
WHILE THEY BOTH WORKED FOR
NEWSPAPERS IN PROVIDENCE, R.I.
DOW LEFT TO TAKE A JOB AS A
REPORTER AT A FINANCIAL NEWS
BUREAU ON WALL STREET, AND
THE BUREAU HIRED JONES ON
DOW’S RECOMMENDATION. IN
NOVEMBER 1882, THEY STARTED
THEIR OWN FINANCIAL REPORTING FIRM (DOW, JONES & CO.)
IN THE BASEMENT OF A CANDY
STORE, PUBLISHING A TWO-PAGE
SUMMARY OF THE DAY’S FINANCIAL
NEWS CALLED THE “CUSTOMERS’
AFTERNOON LETTER.”

Icon by lastspark from Noun Project
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ART + CULTURE

All Money is a Matter of Belief
BY CARMEN GIMÉNEZ SMITH

Adam Smith
Every poet glistens with the dew
of money, but surely only some of them
truly have it. Never enough, wanting to know
what enough felt like, I buy fake versions
of the things I want on credit, my shelves
laden with zirconia, Prada knockoffs, and
pirated Oscar screeners. I’m driven by envy,
and gluttony, the desire to consume better
than anyone else, but the pleasure is only half
of what it should be, and so on until my house
is filled with objects that belong to Chase
and AmEx. I’ve been relentless and I’ve been
lucky, but that’s never been enough.
I’d sell my soul, but there aren’t any takers.

WRITING PROMPT

This poem by Giménez Smith details the
human tendency to consume and spend more
than we need, as well as the hollowness of
material goods purchased on credit. Think of
a time when you had “buyer’s remorse,” when
you thought you really wanted something, but
regretted handing over the money when all
was said and done. Write a poem about what
you bought, and what you ended up paying in
the long run. Alternatively, what’s something
too priceless to be bought or sold?

Word Search

Source: poets.org

Carmen Giménez Smith was born on February 20, 1971, in

New York City. She received a BA in English from San Jose
State University in 1994 and an MFA in creative writing from
the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. Giménez Smith says, “I think
that the canon privileges male histories, both political and
private, whereas women’s same histories are seen as domestic trifles. So I intend to go as deep as possible into those
trifles.” She is also the author of a memoir, Bring Down the
Little Birds: On Mothering, Art, Work, and Everything Else
(University of Arizona Press, 2010). She lives in Virginia.

CREDIT
DESIRE
BELONG
RELENTLESS

VERSIONS
ENOUGH
ENVY
CONSUME

GLUTTONY
LUCKY
SOUL
CHASE

MONEY
FAKE

WORD PLAY
A Rebus puzzle is a picture representation of a common word
or phrase. How the letters/images appear within each box
will give you clues to the answer! For example, if you saw the
letters “LOOK ULEAP,” you could guess that the phrase is
“Look before you leap.” Answers are on the last page!
6
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HISTORY

Savings & Swine
A Brief History of the Piggy Bank
SPECIFIPEDIA.COM | August 14, 2020

Pigs get a bad rap. Americans often equate them with
being grubby, gluttonous, and greedy, despite their
highly intelligent and social nature. Calling someone a pig is an insult, and people seem to be more
fond of bacon than the creatures themselves. Of all
the negative qualities we’ve given pigs, being thrifty
is not one of them. So why do we teach children to
save money by telling them to stash coins in a hollow
receptacle called a piggy bank? To understand this
seemingly odd connection, you have to take it back a
few hundred years.

traveled from one to the other — it’s just difficult to
nail down the origin point.

Western Words
So how did piggy banks become so ubiquitous in the
English-speaking world? One popular, but unproven,
theory comes from Charles Panati’s 1989 book, The
Extraordinary Origins of Everyday Things. Panati
wrote that piggy banks evolved from a misunderstanding borne from a
language quirk.
According to him,
Old Money
medieval Western EuroPeople have been storing their savings in dedicated peans favored an orange
money boxes since time immemorial. To discourage clay known as “pygg”
theft or premature withdrawals, they were cheaply over metal, which was
made and fashioned with a small slot for coins. The expensive. The thriftionly way to get your cash was to literally “break the est people stored money
bank.” (Side note: that particular idiomatic phrase actu- in some of these “pygg
ally alludes to casino gambling, in the rare event when a jars.” The word would
gambler wins more money than the house has on hand.) have been pronounced
This smashing of coin boxes naturally makes it like “pug” initially, but
hard to find surviving artifacts, but objects dedicated evolved to sound more
to coin collection have shown up in Greek and Roman like “pig.” So eventually, when customers asked potters
excavations nevertheless. Made of clay or wood, these for a “pygg jar,” they assumed that meant a dish shaped
simple containers were usually pots or jars, and sadly, like a pig. Thus, the piggy bank was born.
not little ancient piggies. However, there are examMany consider this pure folklore, although interples of early boar-shaped money banks from Asia.
estingly enough, the word “pig” may have been
Like pigs, boars are fertile and love chowing down used from around 1450 to describe earthenware in
on food and relaxing in the cool mud. It’s possible they general. It’s possible that’s because some pieces, such
were a symbol of prosperity in the East due to their as ceramic hot water bottles, are smooth and round
connection with the Earth and plump, well-fed bellies. like a certain porcine creature we all know.
A famous example of boar-shaped piggy banks comes
In 15th-century Scotland, people referred to money
from the island of Java, in Indonesia. These terracotta boxes as “pirlie pigs,” using the word pig to refer to the
vessels date to the Majapahit empire, which ruled for earthenware they were made from. The Scots word
around two centuries starting in 1293.
pyrl meant to thrust or poke. Which is something you
There are also theories that piggy banks were in do with a coin you’re trying to shove into a slotted box.
use in China during the later Qing dynasty, as pigs
symbolized wealth and abundance there. The idea is Foreign Shores
that people made pig-shaped vessels for their coins The threads surrounding the various origin stories are
for good luck. Still, some believe piggy banks hail from tenuous at best, but one thing is for sure: Pig-loving
Germany, where construction workers unearthed a Germans migrated to the United States in droves in the
13th-century piggy bank in Thuringia. Germans have 19th-century and brought this fondness along with them.
associated pigs with good luck for centuries, and gift By this time, pig-shaped money boxes were popular in
each other marzipan pigs on New Years Day even now. continental Europe. It’s probable that like blue jeans
Thanks to trade routes between China, Europe, and doughnuts, piggy banks are just another charming
and Indonesia, the concept of a piggy bank might have invention brought to us by immigrants.
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INTERVIEW

Budgeting 101
BY MICHEL MARTIN | National Public Radio Money Coach | July 23, 2013

Michel Martin, host: According to a recent Gallup poll,
only about one in three Americans keeps a detailed
monthly household budget. A lot of experts say that’s
because some Americans just don’t know where to
start. So here to tell us that is one of our regular money
coaches Louis Barajas. He’s an author and personal
finance counselor. Welcome, thanks so much for joining us once again.
Louis Barajas: Thank you Michel, I’m happy to be here.
Martin: Does that number sound right to you, by the
way — that Gallup number?
Barajas: You know Michel, it’s kind of funny — I
looked at those numbers and I actually thought it was
kind of high. There are fewer people in that area really
doing written budgets, ‘cause I think most people are
doing budgets in their head. They’re doing the mental
counting of their spending.
Martin: I was going to ask you if you think that there’s
a difference between what most people think a budget is
and what financial planners, like yourselves, would like
to see? And I do want to mention one other thing about
the Gallup poll: there was very little difference across
various lines. Among ideologies, Republicans, Democrats, even differences in household income — very little
difference in this willingness to keep a detailed monthly
household budget in contrast to wealthier people who
were more likely to have long-term financial plans. Is
there a difference between what you think about a budget
should be and what you think most people think it is?
Barajas: Absolutely. I think that most budgets out
there are tedious. They’re inaccurate, they don’t really
take into account all the spending, and when people actually do them, they get frustrated. And it really has to come
down to focusing on all the little details, because you’re
focused on the outflow. Bottom line, a budget is just a tool
to help you achieve a specific goal, and that goal has to be
a compelling future vision. And if you’re just using the
budget just to do a budget, it’s tedious hard work that’s
just like a diet, you’ll eventually give up on it.
Martin: So help us out. Tell us how to start the right
way and stay on track.
Barajas: The first thing that you need to do is start
writing down everything that you spend. And again, I
want people to understand that I’ve been at a point where
I’ve lived off credit, years and years ago. I was never a
wealthy person, and what got me out of poverty was
working on a budget and having a bigger goal. So write
down everything, but you have to take into account that

not all expenses happen this week or this day or this
month. You’ll have expenses, like if you own a home
— property taxes that happen a couple times a year. Or
you’ll have an insurance payment that you’re paying on a
quarterly basis. Budgeting should work more like what’s
called a cash flow statement. I think people really need
to do research on what a cash flow statement is versus
just what a budget is.
Martin: Well, give us an example, I mean, you say
write down everything — for a month, for two months,
all the time, as a daily practice for the rest of your life?
Barajas: If you’re struggling right now with your
finances and you’re living paycheck to paycheck, you
need to look at your expenses on a daily basis. If you’re
more on a sustainable level, look at all your expenses on
a weekly basis. But on a most practical level, everyone
needs to be budgeting on a monthly basis because what
you’re trying to do is track the expenses and see how much
extra money you have, or what financial planners like to
call discretionary income, to move that towards really
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important goals such as saving up money to buy a house, or
building an emergency reserve, or trying to find some extra
cash to pay the bills for a month while you find a new job.
Martin: Now a lot of people say that they just don’t have
any money left to save, that every dollar that they make
goes to necessary items like housing and food and utilities
and gas and so forth. In your experience, is that really true?
Martin: It’s not true, and again, I work with people with
lots of different backgrounds and I work with a lot of people
who are in poverty and when we actually sit down and
consciously write down all of the stuff that we’re spending money on and then prioritize things, there’ll always be
wiggle room. Now the wiggle room might be a little, but if we
find an extra $10, $15 a month and we can put that towards
an emergency reserve or towards our retirement, it’ll make
a drastic change over the long term.
Martin: What’s the biggest impediment to people doing
that? I mean, a lot of people think that this idea of small
changes is just really hype, that incomes are frozen and there
just isn’t a lot that people can do right now. And some people
have become kind of angry at advice-givers like yourself;
they feel you’re just... putting a salve on a big wound.
Barajas: Michel, I totally hear you because it gets to a
point where it’s almost like this learned helplessness. Where
we just say, it’s not going to work, I don’t need to do anything.
But I will tell you, Michel, I’ve worked with immigrants,
I’ve worked with people coming out of poverty who’ve had
nothing, and then we sit down and do the basic stuff like
budgeting which will work short term. Then if you begin to
have some compelling goals — then you realize that a budget
is just a tool to help you get there. You need to have a clear
concise picture of what you want your life to look like in
the future. I’ve been doing this for 25, almost 30 years, and
I’ve worked with people to take them out of poverty. But I
understand, it gets to a point where you’re just so frustrated
because most budgets are completely inaccurate. And so …
Martin: … So do your own, right?
Barajas: Do your own. I created a hybrid budget years
ago that people use all the time. I see it all over the country.
It’s a hybrid way — there’s cash flow and looks at expenses
that most people aren’t even thinking about.
Martin: Before we let you go, what was the thing that
made the biggest difference to you? Recognizing that everyone’s different, but what is the thing that made the biggest
difference to you in getting started on right path here?
Barajas: What made the biggest difference to me was that
I felt, when I was doing a budget, I started to get control of
myself. The same thing is I lost like 50 pounds last year and
what I did is I got control of my eating habits. And once you
feel like you have control in your life and you’re making progress, that whole sense of learned helplessness seems to go away
and you feel like you have — there’s hope in the future. And
that’s what a budget is going to do for you as well.
m Edited for space

“If we command our wealth, we
shall be rich and free. If our wealth
commands us, we are poor indeed.”
EDMUND BURKE // Irish statesman and philosopher

RANDOM-NEST

How to Make a Budget in 6 Simple Steps
BY JEREMY VOHWINKLE | The Balance | April 29, 2020

1. Gather every financial statement you can.
This includes bank statements, investment accounts, recent utility bills,
and any information regarding a source of income or expense. One of
the keys in the budget-making process is to create a monthly average,
so the more information you can dig up the better.
2. Record all of your sources of income.
If you are self-employed or have any outside sources of income, be
sure to record these as well. If your income is in the form of a regular
paycheck where taxes are automatically deducted, then using the net
income (or take-home pay) amount is fine. Record this total income as
a monthly amount.
3. Create a list of monthly expenses.
Write down a list of all the expected expenses you incur over the
course of a month. This includes a mortgage payment, car payments,
auto insurance, groceries, utilities, entertainment, dry cleaning, student
loans, retirement, or college savings—everything you spend money on.
4. Break expenses into two categories: fixed and variable.
Fixed expenses are those that stay relatively the same each month.
They included mortgage or rent, car payments, cable and/or internet
service, trash pickup, credit card payments, and so on.
Variable expenses are the type that will change from month to month. They
include: groceries, gasoline, entertainment, gifts, etc. If you’re not sure how
much you spend in this category, review the last two or three months of
credit card or bank transactions in each category to make a rough estimate.
5. Total your monthly income and monthly expenses.
If your end result shows more income than expenses, consider adopting the “50-30-20” budgeting philosophy. In a 50-30-20 budget,
“needs,” or essential expenses, should represent half of your budget,
wants should make up another 30%, and savings and debt repayment
should make up 20% of your budget.
6. Make adjustments to expenses.
All of your income should be budgeted for a specific
expense or savings goal. If you’re in a situation where
expenses are higher than income, find areas in your
variable expenses you can cut. Since these expenses are
typically non-essential, it should be easy to shave a few
dollars in a few areas to bring you closer to your income.
9
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Answers

Words of Encouragement

SUDOKU #55

Back in my early twenties, I was going through a hard time and called an
older mentor to vent. Instead of judging me for my negatively spiraling
thoughts or allowing me to wallow in my doubt and panic, she challenged me to “be curious” about it. I have carried this suggestion with
me ever since. I have found that curiosity is often key to creativity. As
we enter the eighth month of this pandemic, it feels increasingly hard to
be okay with not having clear answers. I keep reminding myself that, in
the past, global pandemics have led to major social changes, including
booms in arts and literature. The Bubonic Plague of the 1300s — one of
the worst pandemics in history — paved the path for the Renaissance,
one of the world’s greatest creative and intellectual awakenings. As
ominous as the world might seem right now, I encourage you to hold
onto your curiosity. So often, periods of uncertainty can also open doors
for contemplation, re-generation, and hope for a better future.
Sarah
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¥

$

RUPEE

DOLLAR

INDIA

U.S.

£

€
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U.K.
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R
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TUGRIKS

PESOS

BAHT

MONGOLIA

CUBA

THAILAND
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Brainteasers

Page
2 The ball costs 5 cents. Not

10 cents. One dollar more than 10
cents is $1.10 and $1.10 + 10 cents is
$1.20 One dollar more than 5 cents
is $1.05. The sum of which is $1.10.
Page 3 A coin
Page 6 Rebus Puzzle:
1. No second thought about it
2. Red in the face
3. A king-sized bed
Page 7 A bank; Four quarters
Page 8 100 eggs, at one cent each
Send ideas and comments to:
APAEP
1061 Beard-Eaves
Memorial Coliseum
Auburn University, AL 36849

UNTIL NEXT TIME
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